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Abstract—We present results from a comparison of three
epistasis-detection tools using large-scale simulated genetic
data: SNPHarvester, SNPRuler and Ambience. The tools were
chosen based on their merits to be representative of the
state of the art of epistasis detection. We design and conduct
experiments to test the performance of the methods in detecting
interacting loci or their proxies in linkage disequilibrium (LD)
tagged regions, in datasets containing simulated 2,3 and 4-way
epistatic interactions.
The results show that SNPHarvester is the fastest while
Ambience is the most robust. Moreover, SNPRuler provides the
best power, specially with higher-level interactions, but cannot
scale-up to larger datasets.
Keywords-Genome-wide association data, SNP-SNP Interactions, Epistasis, Linkage Disequilibrium.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is largely thought that many human complex traits
and disorders (e.g. Height, Diabetes and Dementia) are
caused by the joint effects of multiple genetic variations
[1]. The most common type of DNA sequence variations
are single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs), which occur
when a single nucleotide in the genome takes different forms
or alleles between paired chromosomes in an individual
[2]. Studying human genetic variation has successfully been
exploited by genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to
explore the associations between SNPs and phenotypes [6],
in order to help unveil new disease mechanisms and develop
better strategies for detection, treatment and prevention of
disease [7]. Many analyses, however, focus on single SNPs
or small combinations of SNPs, testing for association SNP
by SNP.
In complex traits, genetic variants responsible for any
phenotype may show little or no marginal association with
the phenotype, when considered individually, but display a
strong joint interaction effect. These interactions are known
as epistatic interactions [3], whose discovery and characterization can provide great insight on complex traits and has
been shown to be a defining factor in the genetic causes of
complex diseases such as breast cancer [4] and Alzheimer’s
disease [5].
From a computational standpoint, using GWAS data to
detect epistasis introduces several fundamental challenges

that prohibit the use of classical statistical and machine
learning algorithms. These problems stem from the nature
of the data being extremely high-dimensional (a typical
analysis involves over half a million variants and thousands
of samples), offering much fewer samples than variables
and containing many non-linear interactions that cannot be
identified using standard statistical models.
Consequently, different efforts to adapt machine learning models to scale up to the complexity of the problem
have been made. The resulting models include genetic
programming [8], Random Forests [9], neural networks [10],
Bayesian Networks [11], [12], [13], greedy search [14],
information theoretical approaches [15] and Multifactor Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) [16].
The literature contains many reviews of SNP-SNP interaction models [17] [1], [18], [19], [2], [20], [21], [22]. These
reviews pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of existing
methods with respect to 1) ability to detect interactions when
no main effects are present 2) computational efficiency 3)
the quality of the detected interactions 4) the ability to deal
with higher order interactions (i.e. the number of interacting
SNPs responsible for the trait in question).
Despite their differences, all the reviews have the common
theme of specifically looking for known or simulated disease
SNPs (or their combinations). Because genotyping platforms
were designed to tag common genetic variation and without
prior knowledge of the true disease causing variants, it is
likely that any classifier will miss the true causal loci, unless
by luck, the genotyped SNPs contain the true causal SNP(s).
The problem decreases when making SNPs that are in
linkage disequilibrium (LD) [23], [24] with the causal SNP
to be the focus of the study, in conjunction with the SNP
itself. LD is defined as the non-random association among
the genetic components in the genome. SNPs that lie in the
same LD block or region, are highly correlated and tend to
be inherited together. Therefore, when including LD SNPs
in the search for interactions, the chance of picking up SNP
neighbourhoods that contain the causal variant increases.
The candidate blocks can then be used to perform a more
focused analysis.
This work aims at complementing the current studies by

investigating how epistasis-detection tools perform in detecting SNPs that are in LD with the target causal SNPs. More
specifically, we test the hypothesis of whether promising
tools can detect linkage disequilibrium using large-scale
genomic data in a true epistasis environment. This work
is motivated by the vision of implementing an epistasisdetection pipeline which uses LD for dimensionality reduction as outlined earlier.
In addition to this focus, we also study how the tools
perform when the number of interacting SNPs is greater
than 2 (in addition to the highly-studied 2-way interactions
case) in which no main effects are present. For the sake of
correctness, we do not use real datasets but instead simulate
high-dimensional data that mimics real GWAS data in which
epistasis has been embedded.
In our experiments, we study the performance of
SNPRuler [25], SNPHarvester [14] and Ambience [15].
Both SNPRuler and SNPHarvester have reported a better
performance compared to other tools as they 1) can handle
the absence of main effects [26], 2) have been shown to
handle 3-way cases [2], [15] and 3) have been stated to deal
with LD (although this is to be tested in our work).
We feel that Ambience has been understudied by the
recent reviews. It has only been tested for the two-way case
where it has been shown to perform as well as logistic
regression and outperform MDR [22]. [26] excludes AMBIENCE from its review because BOOST has been shown
to outperform logistic regression [27] for the two-way case.
Because we are interested in higher-order interactions, we
choose not to use these reports as basis for discarding it. This
is especially so given that AMBIENCE has been designed
for performance with higher-order interactions (as Section
III-B details), so we include it in our work.
We exclude Random Forests [9] and Bayesian Models
(BEAM and PBEAM) [28], [12] because we are interested
in tools that have been reported to detect interactions in the
absence of main effects. Both random forests and BEAM
require main effects to perform well. BOOST [27] has
reported good performance in the absence of main effects but
will not be included in our study as it has only been designed
for 2-way interactions. Finally, we exclude statistical models
that can only deal with 2-way interactions because they have
been shown to be unable to scale up.
The paper is structured as follows. We start by introducing
epistasis and linkage disequilibrium from a computation
point of view in Section II and the tools used in this study in
Section III. In Section IV, we detail the method we followed
in simulating our data and describe the settings under which
the experiments are run. The experimental results are given
in Section V, followed by a summary in Section VI.

II. D ETECTING E PISTASIS : A N OVERVIEW
A. Problem Formulation
The problem of finding n-way interactions from GWAS
data can be formulated as follows:
Given:
• N individuals.
• A set SM of M SNPs (features).
• A matrix X of M × N variables, one per SNP per
individual. ∀m, n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N , 1 ≤ m ≤ M Xmn is
a discrete categorical variable, describing the value of
SNP m for individual n.
• Phenotype Y manifested in N phenotype variables, one
per individual Y1 , ..., YN , such that 1 ≤ n ≤ N , Yn is
binary and always known.
Output: K Subsets S1 , ..., SK ⊂ SM such that elements of
each set possess a epistatic interaction with respect to the
phenotype Y .
B. Computational Challenges
1) Curse of dimensionality: which recognizes that the
problem’s search space grows exponentially with the number
of dimensions (SNPs). This is complicated by the fact that
the number of interacting SNPs is mostly unknown, and
most of the studies search for 2-SNP interactions within
the data. The problem becomes much complex when we
are searching for more than 3-way interactions which are
characteristic of complex genetic diseases. In these cases,
the multiple interacting vectors is not necessarily navigable
by heuristic algorithms such as a greedy search.
2) p >> n problem: GWAS studies have fewer examples
(n) than features (p). This is because a large number of SNPs
(up to one million) are genotyped from a small number (a
few thousands) of biological samples (subjects): a severe
case of the p >> n problem. For example, in the Wellcome
Trust Case Control 2 Study (WTCCC2), there were typically
only 5000 individuals for datasets of 500,000 SNPs. This
problem increases with SNP imputation, where millions of
variants can be tested for association.
3) Non-linearity of epistatic interactions: makes performing single-SNP statistical filtering tests (e.g. chi-2 test,
Fisher’s exact test [1] to select variants based on some
threshold a dangerous approach. This is because a group of
SNPs may have an interaction effect without displaying any
marginal association with the phenotype when considered
individually [1], [3]. This problem can be generalized to
any k-way tests: not displaying a k-way interaction does
not necessarily preclude higher order interactions. Hence,
feature space reduction through these types of approach are
generally not recommended. This is further complicated by
the fact that what SNPs do functionally, or which SNPs interact is mostly unknown. Consequently, exhaustive search to
cover all possible two-way, three way, ..., N -way interactions
maybe required, resulting a task which is computationally
impossible to achieve [1].

C. Linkage Disequilibrium (LD)
Is defined as the non-random association of alleles at
multiple SNPs and occurs when alleles at two loci are
inherited together. The two loci are therefore tightly correlated and their frequencies exhibit a non-random association.
The existence of LD prohibits the use of standard Machine
Learning approaches which assume independence among the
variables (e.g. multivariate regression). Such approaches do
not take into account the interactions due to LD, resulting
in complexities that are difficult to deal with due to the high
dimensionality of the data [3].
For two loci with genotypes Aa and Bb, if the two loci
are in LD, then the corresponding SNPs (e.g A and B) will
show dependence, i.e. pAB 6= pA pB . In this regard, an
intuitive measure of LD is the disequilibrium coefficient,
which uses the difference between the two probabilities
DAB = pAB − pA pB . However, the value of DAB depends
on the allele frequencies, it would be difficult to compare
DAB between markers, rendering the measure hard to interpret. Because of this, a more preferred measure is r2 , the
square of the correlation coefficient between the two alleles
at the corresponding loci [23], [24], computed as follows:
2
DAB
pA (1 − pA )pB (1 − pB )
χ2
=
2n
Where pA and pB are the allele frequencies of A and
B respectively and SDAB is the disequilibrium coefficient.
Essentially, 0 ≤ r2 ≤ 1. A value of 1 indicates that the
markers are always inherited together while a value of 0
indicates independence.

r2

The usefulness of SNPHarvester stems from its efficiency
in reducing the pool of SNPs to a manageable size so that
existing tools for epistatis detection (e.g. MDR) can be
directly applied to the SNP groups it outputs.
B. Information Theoretic Models: Ambience
Is an entropy-based system, which formulates a novel and
parsimonious measure of information gain (IG), phenotypeassociated information (PAI). PAI is specifically designed so
that for a set of variables, it does not require contributions
from PAI values of lower-order combinations of the variables. This property makes it suitable for detecting SNP-SNP
interactions as it does not result in an exponential number
of computations for higher-order combinations.
For a set of N SNPs X1 , ....XN and phenotype variable
P , P AI(X1, ...Xn , P ) is calculated as in Equation 1 below:
P AI(X1 , .., XN , P ) = T CI(X1 , ..XN , P )−T CI(X1 , ..XN )
(1)
Where T CI is the amount of information shared among
the variables in the set [15] and is defined in terms of the
entropies of the individual variables and the entropy of the
joint distribution [15] as in Equation 2 below:

=

III. T HE T OOLS
A. Greedy Search: SNPHarvester
SNPHarverster [14] is a method to detect interactions that
exhibit weak marginal effects in GWAS [2]. It is a stochastic
search method which selects a set of candidate SNP groups
from hundreds of thousands of SNPs efficiently.
Given a dataset of N SNPs, SN , SNPHarvester operates
as follows: First, all SNPs which show main effects are
removed from the dataset. The second step consists of a
heuristic search algorithm called PathSeeker which aims at
identifying M-way interacting SNPs for a fixed M. The
algorithm works by initially selecting a random set of M
SNPs: SM = {s1 , s2 , ..., sM } and initializing a statistical
score rM (e.g. z-statistics) for the set. Then the algorithm
swaps each member of SM with each of the remaining
SNPs (SN / SM ) and records whether or not the new
set increases the score rM and the new score if it shows
statistical significance. When the run ends, extracting the
optimal set of SNPs SM , the entire step is repeated with
this set being the initial set fed to the algorithm.

T CI(X1 , X2 , ..., XK ) =

N
X

H(Xi ) − H(X1 , ..., XN ) (2)

i=1

When T CI is zero, the variables are essentially independent and knowledge about one gives no information about
the others, while a higher values indicate more information
being provided about the rest of the variables from one of
them. Hence, T CI is a general measure of dependency.
As Equation 1 shows, P AI is obtained from the T CI
measures of the genetic variables and the phenotype by
removing the interdependencies among the genetic variables.
As a result, the measure is robust with respect to LD
correlations (among other confounding factors) [15]. This,
along with the efficiency of computation inherent to the
measure makes it a good choice for ranking interactions.
The Ambience algorithm is a greedy-search algorithm
which essentially receives as input a set of SNP variables, a
phenotype variable and parameters ρ and θ denoting the order of interactions and the number of iterations respectively.
The algorithm iteratively computes the P AI values of the
1-way, 2-way, ..., θ-way, retaining the top θ combinations in
terms of their P AI values at each step and using them to
start the next higher-order iteration. The combinations output
by Ambience designate regions in the combinatorial space
with highly-interacting variables.
Ambience has been shown superior power compared to
MDR in two-locus studies [22], especially with low heritability. As far as we know, our study is the first to compare
Ambience with other tools for higher-order interactions.

C. Rule-based Approaches: SNPRuler
The idea behind SNPRuler is that each epistatic interaction induces a set of rules [25] describing the relationships
between feature (SNPs) and class (phenotype) variables. For
instance, given two loci with genotypes Aa and Bb,,then
one simple rules which can be induced is: if SNP1 has
genotype AA, and regardless of the genotype of SNP2, then
the probability of this sample to be a disease sample is 0.66.
SNPRuler detects epistatic interactions by modelling them
as rules and then apply a predictive rule-learning algorithm.
The efficiency of the algorithm stems from the hypothesis
that learning rules is much easier and faster than searching
for and evaluating interactions. This is because not all rules
embedded in the data are necessary to deduce the underlying
interactions; if one is identified, a fast validation step can be
used to find the others [25].
Rules are built using tree expansion by starting from
single SNPs and building different branches designating
different possible rules. Each rule is evaluated at every step
for adequacy using mutual information I(Si , ..., Sj )|ς as
given in Equation III-C below:
I(Si , ..., Sj |ς) =

X

p(si , ..., sj , ς)log

p(si , ....sj |ς)
p(si |ς)...p(sj |ς)
(3)

Where ς designates the data and Si , ...., Sj desginates all
the SNPs involved in the tree branch (and constituting the
current rule) starting with SNP Si and ending with SNP Sj .
A rule continues to be built as long as its corresponding MI
does not exceed a previously-decided upper-bound. Once the
tree is constructed, every path from the root to a leaf constitutes a rule embedding allele-level epistatic interactions. The
possible interactions induced by each rule are then evaluated
using depth-first search and ranked based on their utility,
which is computed using χ2 . The interactions can then be
pruned and ordered by their corresponding utility and given
as output.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETTINGS
A. Data Simulation

From the pool of SNPs, we used HAPGEN2 † to generate
12 different data sets using combinations of 10,000, 30,000,
60,000 and 100,000 SNPs and 1,000, 5000 and 10,000
samples. Unlike other studies (e.g. [2]), we do not simulate
datasets of 1000 SNPs as our aim is to test the application
of methods for a range of large datasets.
Since HAPGEN2 cannot generate epistatic interactions,
we first used it to generate data under the null hypothesis
(no disease effect) resulting a total of 36 data sets based on
the sample sizes and number of SNPs as defined above. The
interacting disease SNPs were identified as follows. Firstly
the datasets were LD pruned to make sure that the interacting
SNPs did not belong to the same LD block; this way, the sets
of SNPs they are in LD with will be more or less disjoint.
We then selected the disease SNPs from the haplotype such
that they all have other SNPs in LD when setting R2 = 0.8
and maximum genomic distance = 500bp.
We then simulated interactions using an accompanying
R package called simulateDiscretePhenotypes ‡ .
The package implements three models of interactions, out of
which we chose the multiplicative effect between and within
loci detailed in table I for the two-SNP case. In the table, α
corresponds to the baseline odds ratio of having the disease
and (1 + θ) is the increase in the odds given when one of
the two disease alleles (a or b) are present. Consequently, a
person with genotype Aa or Bb has odds α(1 + θ) of getting
the disease while a person with genotype aa or BB has odds
α(1 + θ)2 of getting the disease. The model multiplies the
odds if either loci contains a disease allele.
Since simulateDiscretePhenotypes only implements the 2-SNP case, we first extended its functions to
accommodate 3-way and 4-way interactions. The odds of
getting the disease for the n-way case is given below as
(oddsn ).
oddsn = α × (1 + θ1 )(a1 ) × ... × α × (1 + θn )(an )
For each data set, we use alleles with Minor Allele
Frequency (MAF) above 0.05 and set α 0.5 in order to obtain
comparable sizes for case and control sets.
Table I
M ODEL 1: T WO - LOCUS MULTIPLICATIVE DISEASE EFFECT BETWEEN
AND WITHIN LOCI

We generated large data sets that show epistatic genegene interaction effects without any main effect in order to
compare the performance of the above methods on different
scales. We simulated case-control data sets using reference
haplotypes from the HapMap Phase 3 project (August 2009
CEU haplotypes) - NCBI Build 36 (dbSNP b126)∗ since it
targets SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAF) > 5%.
We selected chromosome 22 as a pool for the haplotypes to
be used for the simulation. The chromosome has a total of
119,317 SNPS, making it adequate for testing our models.

BB
Bb
bb

AA
a
a(1+θ)
a(1+θ)2

Aa
a(1+θ)
a(1+θ)2
a(1+θ)3

B. Hardware
We ran the simulation on a cluster with HP C7000 enclosures, each containing 15 x HP BL460c G6 blades. Each
† https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics

∗ http://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute

2010.html#Download

v2 retired6Aug

aa
a(1+θ)2
a(1+θ)3
a(1+θ)4

‡ https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics

en2.html#Interaction

software/hapgen/hapg en2.html
software/hapgen/hapg
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The runtime results are shown in Figures 1(a)-(c) for
datasets embedding 2-way, 3-way and 4-way interactions for
each sample size and number of SNPs. In each figure, the
horizontal axes designate the number of SNPs for the setting
(10,000, 30,000, 60,000 and 100,000), while the vertical axes
record the running time in minutes. The results are colorcoded to distinguish the time taken by each tool and are
drawn with different line types to distinguish the runs for
the different sample sizes as the legends show.
The results show that SNPHarvester (coloured purple) is
the fastest under all settings, with runtime not exceeding two
hours and not varying greatly when using larger sample sizes
and increasing number of SNPs. This is why the three lines
representing SNPHarvester in each figure occlude, appearing
as one solid line. SNPRuler (coloured green) collapsed when
increasing the number of SNPs to 60,000 and, reporting
errors in heap-allocation, explaining the lack of lines for the
60,000 and 100,000 SNPs settings. The speed of SNPRuler
matches that of SNPHarvester for the 10,000-SNP case but
becomes slower with 30,000 SNPs.
Ambience is the slowest among the three algorithms, with
its runtime reaching seven days for the 100,000-SNP case.
Moreover, the effect of increasing the number of samples is
more visible in the case of Ambience, with days separating
the runtime between datasets having 1,000 samples and
those having 10,000 samples.
All three tools behave as expected, taking longer to run
with more interacting SNPs. Due to the speed of SNPHarvester however, this effect is not as visible as in the other
two tools. In Ambience on the other hand, it can be seen
that the tool takes longer to run in the 4-way case (Figure
1(c)) than it does for the two other cases, with runtime
increasing almost monotonically as the number of samples
and interacting SNPs are increased. This is especially so for
datasets with smaller samples sizes (i.e. the 1,000 sample
case represented by a solid red line in each figure).
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B. Detection of LD SNPs
When collecting the output given by the three tools, we
found that none of the tools successfully identified the right
combination of SNPs in its result sets. We therefore based
our conclusions on whether the tools identify at least one
of the target SNPs (disease or LD SNP) in its output. These
findings are reported in Figures 2(a)-7(c). Figures 2(a)-4(c)
present recall of each method for the 2-way, 3-way and 4way interactions, while 5(a)-7(c) show their corresponding
precision values respectively. In all the figures, the results

Figure 1. Running Time for the Ambience, SNPHarvester and SNPRuler
for a) 2-way b) 3-way and c) 4-way interactions.

concerning each method are color-coded as before (Ambience: red, SNPHarvester: purple, SNPRuler: green) and are
grouped by SNP size (the horizontal axes). Moreover, each
figure is divided into three subfigures, reporting results for
the 1K, 5K and 10K sample sizes.
SNPHarvester failed to identify any SNP more often than
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Figure 3. Recall for 3-way Case with a) 1K sample size b) 5K sample
size c) 10K sample size

1.0

not (only produced some true positives in 16 of the 36 runs),
making it the most unreliable of the three tools. However,
when harvester does produce output, it seems to almost
always provide more true positives than the other tools,
making both its precision and recall relatively higher.
Ambience seems to be the most consistent of the three
tools, only failing to produce true hits once in the 3-way
case (Figures 3(c), 6(c)) and four times in the 4-way case
(Figures 4 and 7). It produces better precision and recall
values for the 2-way case (Figures 2 and 5). However, as
the order of interactions increases, its performance tends to
fall behind.
While SNPRuler did not run for the 60K and 100KSNP
cases, its recall and precision rates for the 10K and 30K
was slightly less than that of Ambience in the 2-way case
(Figures 2 and 5) and exceeded Ambience’s for higherinteractions (Figures 3 - 4 and 6 - 7). Moreover, it only
failed to output any LD SNPs in the 4-way, 30K SNPs and
10K samples case (Figure 4(c)).
Overall, both precision and recall decrease as the number
of interacting SNPs increases for all the tools. In addition,
recall and precision values seem to fluctuate for the three
tools across the different runs, but are more or less comparable, indicating more or less similar true positive to false
negative and true positive to false positive ratios respectively
( Figures 2-4 to 5-7).
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
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We presented a study to evaluate the performance of
Ambience, SNPHarvester and SNPRuler in detecting LD
SNPs in simulated large-scale GWAS data using 36 different
settings. The data embeds 2-way, 3-way and 4-way epistatic
interactions showing no main effects and has sizes that range
between 10K and 100K SNPs and 1K and 10K samples.
Overall, and contrary to prior reports, no method was able
to detect interactions in a true epistasis settings. Moreover,
no method is superior in all aspects. SNPHarvester is extremely fast but has less power than the other two tools.
While Ambience is capable of detecting target SNPs at a
better rate than the other tools, it misses more true SNPs than
the other tools, reporting lower precision and recall rates as
as the order of interactions increases. Finally, SNPRuler has
good power compared to Ambience and is definitely more
stable than SNPHarvester, but cannot scale up to the size of
real GWAS datasets.
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